
 

Iomega Zip 100 Drivers For Macintosh

before you start using the zip tools, please make sure you have your zip drive plugged in. to begin use, click on the zip tools icon on the macintosh desktop. once the zip tools icon is selected, a black bar containing the words zips disk will appear on the lower left hand corner of the screen. on the macintosh, the black bar is labeled the ‘drop bar’. you can drag the zip disk off the bar so that you can access it. iomega's incredibly compact zip 100 drive would appear to offer the ideal solution, and at a far lower cost than using syquest drives or similar devices. for little more than the
price of an external floppy drive, the zip 100 can pack up to 100mb onto a single disk (cartridge) that's little bigger than a conventional 3.5inch floppy, and though its access time is a little slower than that of a regular hard drive, it's still fast enough to treat as a conventional hard drive for backup purposes. the blue plastic drive casing itself may be mounted flat, or on its edge to save space (see photo), and power comes from a plugin adaptor. you will of course need both hardware and software to accomplish mass storage for your system 6 mac. the software of course is freely

available on the web, but the hardware will set you back a few pennies. for system 6 macs, you will want to restrict yourself to scsi-interfaced zip 100 drives, and similarly, scsi-interfaced external cd-rom drives. as of this writing, scsi zip 100 drives are still in abundant supply on ebay, running anywhere from $50 to $100 depending on the seller and the condition of the drive. for the cd-rom drive, i would attempt to purchase an apple cd 300 drive, for the simple reason that the drivers are easy to get and are known to be compatible with system 6. you can of course chose different
hardware, but you will need to ensure that you also find system 6 compatible software for your drive.
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